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ABSTRACT

It was possible to follow the disordering path ot
a microcline microperthite, with bulk grain composition OrulAbas, by calculating the Al-Si distribution from refined unit-cell parameters (obtained
from X-ray powder diffraction patterns) for samples that were dry-heated at 1025'C for times
ranging from 4 to 2200 hours. Dry-heating results in: (a) Na-K homogenizationin less than 4
hours; (b) Al-Si disordering with retention of a
triclinic cell for annealingtimes of 12 to 128 hours;
(c) transformation from triclinic to monoclinic for
annealingtimes of l?A to 222 hours; (d) Al-Si
disordering in a monoclinic cell for annealingtimes
greater than 270 hours. The Al-Si disorderine is
much more rapid in a triclinic cell (b) than in a
monocliniccell (d). The product of the triclinic-tomonoclinic transformation (c) is an ordered motroclinic feldspar, not a sanidine.
Soulternp
On a pu suivre l6volution du d6sordre dans un
microcline microperthitique, de composition globale
OrerAbgs,en calculant la distribution Al-Si i partir
des dimensionsaffin6es de la maille (obtenuespar
diffraction X de poudres)pour des €chantillonsqui
furent chauff6s i sec A 1025"C pendant des laps
de temps variant de 4 i 2200 heures.On observe:
(a) en moins de 4 heures,homog6n6isation
Na-K;
(b) aprdsrecuit de t?a. PA heures,d6sordreAl-Si
dans une maille qui reste tnclinique; (c) aprBsrecuit de 728 A" 222 heures, transformation de triclinique en monoclinique; (d) pour tout recuit
exc6dant 270 heures, d6sordre Al-.9i dans une
maille monoclinique. k d6sordreAl-'Si se produit
beaucoup plus rapidement dans une maille triclinique (b) que dansune maille monoclinique(d). Le
produit de la transformation (c) est un feldspath
monoclinique ordonn6, et non pas une sanidine.
(Iraduit par la R6daction)
INr1ooucrroN
Changes in the degree of order in alkali feldspars,produced by prolonged heating under both
dry (Goldsmith & Laves 1954, 1961, Baskin

1956, McKie & McConnell 1963, Miiller 1969,
L970, Sipling & Yund 1974) and hydrous
(Goldsmith & Laves 1954, McConnell & McKie
1960, Tomisaka 1962, Martin 1970, Sipling &
Yund 1974) conditions, indicate that all structural states from complete order (maximum
microcline, ordered albite) to complete disorder
(high sanidine, disordered albite) are possible.
Interpretations of ordering and disordering paths
vary between ideal one-step and two-step processes.In a one-step process, which has been
confirmed for the ordering of albites (Martin
L97A), Al moves into the Tr0 sile equally from
lbe Ttm, ?:0 and T2m sites. (We have used
the notation in which TrO, Ttm, Tfr and Tsm
refer to the tetrahedral sites and rrQ hrn, tz0
and tzm refer to the probability of finding Al
in the corresponding tetrahedral site.) MiiLller
(1969) disordered albite by dry-heating; his
data prove the disordering to be a one-step
process. In an ideal two-step disordering prosite from
cess, Al moves first into the ffi
the ?CI site until both have the same Al occupancy, after which the Al moves into the T:
site from the Tr site. These ideal paths are
illustrated in Figure L on a trapezoidal plot
(Stewart & Wright 1974) of. the Al distribution
among the tetrahedral sites of the feldspar structure. Previous studies have suggestedboth onestep (Miiller 1969, 1970, Sipling & Yund 1974;
see also Smith 1974, p. 73 and Ribbe 1975, p.
R-27) and two-step (Tomisaka 1962, Stewart &
Wright 1974; see also Smith 1974, p. 274)
disordering paths to result from dry-heating of
potassium feldspars.
AND MBTHoDS
ExrrnrrvrnNrer- MATERTALS
The feldspar used in the study is from the
coarse-grained, hypidiomorphic-granular granite
in the near-surface Devonian Charlotte pluton
in southwestern New Brunswick. The granites
in the pluton have essentially ternary-minimummelt compositions (e.g., sample 73-170A has
33.17o qnat4 28.9Vo orthoclase, 3l.6Vo albile
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Frc. 1. Trapezoidal plot of Al occupancies
(Stewart & Wright 1974) illustrating ideal oneand two-step disorderingpaths for alkali feldspars.
and l.9%o anorthite in its norm) and are composed of quartz, albitic plagioclase, microperthitic potassium feldspar and minor biotite
(Cherry 1976, Cherry & Trembath 1973). The
potassium feldspar grains contain 20Vo to 5OVo
exsolved albitic lamellae. Most grains contain
(1) coarse lamellae 1 mm long and 0.1 mm
wide in widely spaced parallel bands and (2)
fine lamellae 0.5 to 1.O mm long and 0.01 to
0.02 mm wide in areas between the coarse lamellae. The potassium feldspar in sample 73170A was selected for the study of disordering
because of its relatively well-ordered (/r0 =
0.87) Al-Si distribution (Cherry 1976). It has
a bulk grain composition, determined from
refined unit-cell volume, of OrerAbgr.The perthite grains in sample 73-nAA average 1.5 cm
in size and are readily separatedby hand-picking
from a coanely broken hand specimen. The
sample material was estimated to be )95Vo
perthite; sodic plagioclase from the granite not
removed from the sample would change its
composition and, hence, its cell parameters but
probably does not affect the results reported
for the disordering process.
The disordering process was followed by observing the changesin X-ray powder diffraction
patterns of, and calculating the Al-Si distribution
in, portions of the sample heated for different
ti.mes at 1025'C. Al-Si distributions in the
experimental products were calculated from refined unit-cell parameters obtained from the
X-ray powder-diffraction data using the methods
of Stewart & Ribbe (t969). The sample was
crushed (grain size <25 p,) , thoroughly mixed,
and portions placed in gold capsules for heat
treatment. The majority of the experimentswere
made in crimped capsules; one was made in a
sealed capsule with powder dried at llooC to
check for loss of alkalis. The annealed samples
were air-quenched to room temperature in less
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Ftc. 2. Segments of X-ray powder diffraction patteins (Cu Ka) of feldspar 73-1704: (a) natural microperthite; (b) hea,ted for 72 hours;
(c) heated for 135.4 hours; (d) heated for
336 hours, and (e) heated for 672 hours. All
samples were annealed at l025oC.

than five minutes uoa L" products then used
in smear mounts for X-ray diffraction, with heattreated CaFz (a 5.46264) as an internal standard. Three scans were made of each product
from 60o to 10o 20 at a rate of O.25' 20 per
minute, using Cu radiation (Ka, )r = 1.541784
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for all reflectionswith 20<47', Kar, L 1.54051
A for all reflections with 2A ) 47o;40 kV,
30 mA). Mean 20 values from the three
scans were then used as input data in a cellrefinement program (Appleman & Evans 1973).
The patterns were indexed using data in Wright
& Stewart(1968) and in Borg & Smith (1969).
Fixed indexing was used in all final refinements
and unit value was assignedto all reflections.
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terns of the experimental products with triclinic
unit-cell geometriesand the reflections do not
exhibit splitting or broadening (Fig. 2). The
201 reflection shifts markedly f.rom d2la 20 in
the perthite to -21.4" 20 in the homogenized
feldspar; other reflections have smaller shifts in
their positions.The diffraction patternsof products of experiments14 to 22 (Figs. 2d and 2e)
show only minor changesin peak positionsand
are consistent with a monoslinic unit-cell. However, the reflections in these patterns become
Rnsurrs eNo DrscusstoN
sharpcr with increased duration of annealing.
The 201, 060 and 204 reflections on these patX-ray diflraction patterns
terns have relatively constant _peak height-towidth ratios but the 111, 130, 112 and 131 reThe changes in the diffraction patterns that flections have increased height-to-width ratios
occur with heat treatment are illustrated in with longer annealing times. These changes in
Figure 2, The pattern of the natural perthitic the diffraction patterns of the annealedfeldspars
feldspar (Fig. 2a) has separate peaks for the with monoclinic geometry probably reflect insodicand potassicphases;the 13O,T30,131 and creasing domain size and homogeneity within
l3l reflectionsof the potassicphase are sharp the feldspar as annealingtime is increased.
and the reflections in each pair are well separated. The reflections of the sodic phase are absent from the diffrastion patterns of all the Relined unit-cell paranxeters
products heated longer than four hours, indicatThe refined unit-cell parameters of the exing rapid Na-K homogenization. The patterns
of products held at 1025"C for successively perimental products are given in Table 1. The
longer times show a g.leadydecrease_
in the re- accuracy and precision of refined unit-cell data
paration of the 130-130 and 131-131 reflec- have been discussedby Stewart (1975), who
tions. The 130-130 pair becomes:agged and cautioned against overinterpretation of data obbroadened at its peak; the 131-131 pair is tained from X-ray powder diffraction methods
broadened at its peak. In addition to these which undoubtedlygive results for an'average'
changes,the diffraction patterns for products 10 structure composed of a number of domains
(Fig. 2c), ll, 12 and 13 have an additional re- with different degrees of Al-Si order. We acflection betweenthe 130 andJ30 peaks and be- knowledge the limits to interpretation imposedby
tween the 131 and Tll peaks.We interpret these the techniques but consider the systematic
reflections to indicate the presenceof both mono- changeswe have observedto be interpretable.
The refined unit-cell data are plotted on b clinic and triclinic cell geometriesin the products
of these four experiments. Both a monoclinic c and c* - 7* diagrams (Stewart & Wright
and a triclinic unit-cell can be refined for the 1974) in Figures 3 and'4, respectively. Alkali
products of only these four experiments.Careful homogenization, which occurs in less than four
examination of all diffraction patterns after ini- hours, results in a shift from the cell dimensions
tial refinements resulted in the assignment of of the potassicphase of the perthite (experiment
minor reflections on the diffraction patterns of 1). There i's, however, little if any Al-Si mrgratheseproducts to either the triclinic or the mono- tion for annealing times less than 48 hours
clinic crystal system. The diffraction patterns of (experiments 2 to 5). The products of these
experimental products 2 to lO have reflections experiments have larger Aa values (La = aoa'
that san be assignedonly to the triclinic crystal - a""t: Stewart & Wright 1974) than does the
$ystem and those of experiments 14 to 22 have perthite; these Aa values probably represent
'strain' brought about by the alkali homogenizareflections that can be assigned to the monoclinic crystal system. Each pair of refined unit- tion. Appreciable Al-Si migration occurs during
cells in products 10 to 13 has similar parameters; experiments of.72 to 128 hours duration (experthis is largely dictLted by the use of tlLe same iments 6 to 9) and satisfactory refinements
strong reflections (201, 111, 041, 060, 2M) in based on a triclinic unit-cell can be obtained.
the refinements of both unit-cells. Peak height- The decrease in degtee of order during these
to-width ratios for these major reflections re- experimentsis accompaniedby a decreasein the
main relatively constant on the diffraction pat- 'strain' in the feldspar as indicated by Aa
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TABLEI. REFINED
UNIT-CELL
PARAilEIERS
0BTAINED
FR0llX-MY DTFFMCTI0N
DATAF0R-HEAT-TREA'IED
SAI'IPLES
0F FELDSPAR
73-l7OA
Expt. Tlre

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
s
9
r0
11
12
t3

0
t2
16
24
48
72
96
L20
r28

Volme

li 0r

8.590(6) L2.977(6) 7.211(3) 90.63(6) 116.03(4) S7.99(5) 90.28(5) 91.93(4) 721.9(5) 97.0
8.4r9(t2) 12.966(8) 7.206(4) 91.07(6) 116.07(6) SS.05(7) 8s.76(6t 9t.65(7) 706.1(9) 60.X
8 . 4 2 8 ( 1 6 )1 2 . 9 6 3 ( 1 0 7) . 2 0 9 ( 5 )9 r . 0 r ( 1 2 ) 1 1 6 . 0 7 ( 8 ) 8 3 . 0 9 ( 1 1 )8 9 . 8 1 ( 1 1 )9 1 . 6 3 ( r 0 ) 7 0 7 . 0 ( r , 2 ) 6 1 . 9
8 . 4 6 ( t 5 ) 1 2 . 9 6 3 ( 9 ) 7 . 2 0 4 ( 4 )9 0 . 8 5 ( r 0 ) 1 1 6 . 0 5 ( 7 ) S S . 2 3 ( 1 0 8
) 9 . 9 1 ( 1 0 )9 1 . 5 5 ( 9 ) 7 0 7 . 5 ( 1 . 1 )6 2 . 8
8 . 4 1 6 ( 1 8 )1 2 . 9 6 2 ( 1 1 7
) . 2 0 6 ( 5 )9 0 . 9 6 ( 1 1 )1 1 6 . 1 0 ( 9 ) 8 S . 1 8 ( 1 2 )S 9 . S 2 ( 1 3 9
) 1 . 5 6 ( 1 3 )7 0 5 . 6 ( 1 . 4 )5 9 . 2
4.42a(r9) i2.963(10) 7.198(5) 90.87(9) 116.00(8) 8s.43(11) 89.80(9) 91.32(11) 706.4(1.3) 60.7
8,426(14) 12.961(8) 7.197(41 90.79(7) 116.03(7) SS.4S(8) S9.86(7) 91.31(8) 706.0(1.0) s9.9
s.424(t7) 12.969(10)7.200(5) 90.84(8) 116.06(8) ss.49(10) 89.S1(S) 91.27(10) 706.3(1.2) 60.5
8 . 4 2 5 ( 1 9 )1 2 . 9 6 6 ( 1 r )7 . 2 0 0 ( 5 ) 9 0 . 8 1 ( 9 ) 1 1 6 . 0 9 ( 9 ) 8 S . 5 4 ( X l )8 9 . 8 1 ( 9 ) 9 1 . 2 3 ( 1 r ) 7 0 5 . 2 ( 1 . 4 )6 0 . 3

r 3 s . 5 8 . 4 5 3 ( 1 3 )1 2 . 9 7 3 ( 8 ) 7 . 1 9 8 ( 4 )9 0 . 5 0 ( 8 ) 1 1 6 . 1 0 ( 6 ) S 8 . 7 4 ( 9 ) 9 0 . 0 5 ( S ) 9 1 . 1 6 ( 8 ) 7 0 8 . 6 ( 9 ) 5 5 . 0
8.464(U) 12.973(10)7.196(5) 90.00
116.02(7) 90.00
90.00
90.00
710.0(1.0) 67,s
1 4 4 8 . 4 2 3 ( 1 4 )1 2 . 9 5 6 ( 9 ) 7 . 1 9 4 ( 4 )9 0 . 3 4 ( 1 6 )1 1 6 . 0 7 ( 7 ) 8 9 . 0 5 ( 1 6 )9 0 . 0 9 ( 1 4 )9 0 . & ( 1 3 ) 7 0 5 . 1 ( X . 2 )5 8 . 2
8.454(16) 12.978(17)7,199(7) 90.00
116.18(10)90.00
90.00
90.00
708.9(X.4) 65.6
1 6 8 8 . 4 3 3 ( L 2 IL 2 . 9 7 2 ( 7 ) 7 . l r ' 1 ( 4 ) 9 0 . 5 6 ( 1 3 )1 1 6 . 0 0 ( 6 ) S 9 . 9 3 ( 1 4 )8 9 . 9 0 ( 1 0 )9 0 . 9 2 ( 1 0 )7 0 6 . 9 ( 9 ) 6 1 . 7
8.435(8) 12.965(5) 7.19X(3) 90.00
115.96(4) 90.00
90.00
90,00
707.1(6) 62.1
222 8.43aQ) L2.976(7) 7.195(3) 90.35(6) 116.03(4) 89.39(8) S9.92(5) 90.52(7) 707.8(7) 63.4
8'437(5) 12.970(5) 7.192(2) 90.00
116.00(3) 9o.OO
90.00
90.00
707.4$)
62.6

14
270 8.438(5) 12.969(5) 7.191(2) 90.00
r
3r5 8.445(s) t2.974(7) 7.190(3) 90.00
16
$6 8.434(r0) 12.995(13)7.187(5) 90.00
172 524 8.435(8) 12,986(5) 7.188(2) 90.00
18
672 8.441(5) 13.010(5) 7.181(2) 90.00
19
8/m 8.455(10) 13.008(6) 7.1s2(3) 90.00
m
r0o8 8.452(8) 13.015(4) 7.180(2) 90.00
21
1347 8.445(5) 13.0i3(3) 7.177(2) 90.00
u
a3t s.447(5) 13.0m(3) 7.t72(2) 9O.OO

115.94(3)
rr5.97(3)
116.01(6)
116.08(4)
115.09(4)
116.09(5)
116.12(4)
116.X4(3)
116.06(4)

90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90,00
90.00

90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90,00
90.00

90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90.00
90,00

707.6(5) 63.0
708.2(5) 64.2
7 0 7 . 9 ( x . 0 )6 3 . 6
707.2(6) 62.2
708.4(5) 64.6
709.4(8) 66.7
709.1(6) 66.0
708,0(4) 63.8
708.6(4) 65.0

tro

trn

leor &

0.87 0.02 0.04 0.00 28
0.86 0,03 0.06 -0.0s 18
O . e 6 0 . 0 5 O . O 4- 0 . 0 8 1 5
0.81 0.07 0.06 -0.04 15
0.83 O.06 0.05 _0.06 16
0.75 0.09 o.0s -0.02 18
0.74 O.10 O.O8 0.00 18
0.73 0,11 0.08 -0.06 1S
0.73 0.12 0.08 -0.04 17
0.67
0.40
0.51
0.41
0.61
0.40
0.52
0.$

0.15 0.09
0.40 0.10
0.23 0.08
0.41 0.09
O.17 0.11
0.40 0.10
0.27 O.l0
0.39 0.11

0.39
0.38
0.35
0.36
0.31
0.3X
0.30
0.29
0.26

0.39
0.38
0.35
0.36
0.31
0.31
0.m
0.29
0.26

0.11
0.12
0.15
0.14
0.19
0.19
0.20
0,21
0.24

_0.03 14
-0.02 1l
0.00 12
-0.07 15
_0.02 11
10.02 7
-0,01 15
10.01 12
0.00
0.00
-0.09
-0.04
-0.11
-0.09
-0.12
-0.09
-0.@

l0
14
16
11
18
14
16
20
12

Tlre ls given ln hou6i cell direnslons are glven ln angstmm and degrees; cmposltlon ls glven as ml g 0r, @lculated 6,lng the fomula ln
StMrt
& lrlght (1974); tro, t1m and t20 calculated uslng the fomulae ln Stryart E frlght (1974); r t2o . tzni n o n@rberof reflsilons
? expt. done ln sealed
sed ln tie cell reflnmnti
6psule, all otheB done ln crlnped capsules. The nmbeB ln parenthess glve ttE standnrd
emr
of the cel l dirension calculated In the cel l reflnerent prcgril..

(Table 1). There seemsto be a range of structural states in the products of experiments of
135.5to 222hours duration (numbersl0 to 13).
Details of peak broadening and splitting, as
previously described, suggest that there is a
discontinuous step with both monoclinic and triclinis cell geometriespresent. It was possible to
refine a reasonable unit-cell with either monoclinic or triclinic symmetry restrictions for these
four products. At the least, there is a range of
structural states present in them; at best, there
are two main structural states. Only a monoclinic unit-cell geometry was evident in the products of experimenb longer than 270 hours
(numbers L4 to 22), with the b - c plot indicating a gradual change of Al-Si order from highly
ordered to disorderedmonoclinic feldspar, parallel to the maximum microcline - high sanidine
edge of the plot. The slight trend toward the
dimensionsof high sanidine probably reflects loss
of sodium from'the crimped capsulesduring experiments of longer duration. The structures of
thesehighly disordered feldspaqsare'strained' as
indicated Uy Aa.

Disordering path ond Al occupancy
The multistep character of the disordering path
is best illustrated on a trapezoidal plot (Fig. 5)
of calculated Al occupanciesof the tetrahedral
sites (Stewart & Wright 1974). The alkali homogenizationobvious on the D - c and a8 - y* plots
(Figs. 3 and 4) is not evident on the Al occupancy plot because it occurs without a change
in Al-Si order. The step in which Al moves from
the 7lO site into all three of Ttm, TzO and Tzm
is shown on Figure 5 by experimental products
5 to 13. A least-squareslinear-regressionfit for
experiments 1 to 9 and the triclinic refinements
of experiments l0 to 13 is drawn on Figure 5;
this line is parallel to, although offset to higher
?a occupancies than, the band of microclines
from a suite of metamorphic rocks plotted by
Stewart & Wright (1974). This suggestssimilar
relative rates of Al-Si migration during the ordering of the potassium feldspars in the metamorphic iocks discussed by Stewart & Wright
(1974) and the disordering of the perthite from
granite sample T3-I7OA; Al migrated from Tr0
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t2.s4

t2.96

t2.98
b

Frc. 3. Refined t - c unit-cell dimension diagram (Stewart & Wright
lg74) for heat-treated samples of feldspar 73=l7OA. Experiment
numbers are as in Table 1. Cireles are experimental products with
triclinic
refined unit-cells; squares are experimental products with
mcnoclinic refined unit-cells. Filled symbols indicate the experiments
for which both a monoclinic and a triclinic refined unit-cell were
obtained. Error bar lengths are twice the standard error calculated by
the cell-refinement program.

Morimum
microcline

9t.oo

89.OO
d*

Flc. 4. Refined a* - -y* dimensiondiagram (Stewart & Wright 1974)
for experimental products with triclinic refined unit-cells. The symbols
are as for Figure 3.
into Trm approximately four times as rapidly
as into the Tg sites. A lap is present oo th" Al
occupancy
7*
^(Fig. plot (Fig. S-)'ana'on the a*
plot
i; t"tr"1o the most disordered ti'iand tle most ordered monocllnic
"tini"'t"ia.pur

feldspar. Attempts to fill this gap resrrlted in
expeiimental products with both monoclinic and
triilinic cell geometries. The products of these
experiments,as shown on Figure 5, hare approximatety the same Al content in the 7" sites of
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Frc. 5. Trapezoidal plot of calculated Al occupanciesof the tetrahedral
lrles _1nthe experimental products. The symbols are as for Figure 3.
The lgtt solid llnes join monoclinic aa6 ldgr;rris refined *ir-dU*-to,
experiments 10 to 13. The heavy solid line is a least-squar* ti"A;
reeressionfit for experiments 1 to 9 and tbe triclinic retinea unidl;
ot experiments 10 to 13. The dashedline is tle trend of intermediate
microclines_plotred by Stewart & IVright (1974) for a suite of
metanrorphic feldspars (Guidotti et aI. LiZ3).
o-

2a

o.30

' l5;i;;r"
lll,
o.60 '
tro

0.60
o.70
o.go

)t\tr
i lI a r !

n,l

. "i"
. l"o

#

o.90

ro@
Tln.

(hourtl

Fro. 6. Rate of movement of Al from the Tr0 site in tle exlnriments.
Qq symboJgare as for Figure 3. Light solid lines join monilinic and
triclinic refined unit-cells for experiments 10 to r3. rhe rcavy soriJ
lines are least-squareslinear regressionfits for exlrcriments 1 to 9 and
the triclinic refined unit-cells of experiments 10 6 13, and for experiments 18 to 22. T\e dashedline is a visually estimatid fit for eiperiments 14 to 18 and the monoslinic refineil unit-sells of experimints
10 to 13.
both the monoclinic and tle triclinic refined
unit-cells; this Al distribution (Ztn = 0.20) may
be an upper limit for the existence of a triclinic
structure._The final stage of tle disordering process involves a slower movement of At inio the
?z sites from tle ?r sites, illustrated on Figure 5
by experiments 14 to 22.

Rate of Al-si migraion
The rate of change in Al occupancy of the
?O site is shown on Figure 6. ai iin6ubatioC
period of approximately-2|
-Si hours is apparently
needed bef6ie Al and
can sensiblf ioigrati,
through the feldspar structure. This contrasts
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with the initial rapid change in order paramelers
reported by Sipling & Yund (1974) for 1MF
samples of Hugei rnisrscline (Orge) and its
K-exchanged equivalent annealed at tOTOoC,
Disordering occurs rapidly after the incubation
period (experiments 4 to 9) until monoclinic
cell geometriesappear when /rO f ttm - 0.80.
There follows a period during which both rnonoclinic and trislinic cell geometries are present
(experiments 10 to 13) and apparently an interval of intermediate rate of Al-Si migration in ex'
periments with only monoclinic geometry
(experiments 14 to 18) until 2fr = 0.60. These
are followed by a slower migration of Al and
Si at a constant rate (experiments 18 to 22)
until disordering is comPlete.
Nature of 'strain' in the feld.spar
As would be anticipated, the microperthitic
natural potassiumfeldspar exhibitsno evidenceof
'strain' as indicated by La, A significant degree
of 'strain' becomes apparent foltowing alkali
homogenization in experimental products retaining a triclinic cell geometry and a high degree
'strain' decreasesas the
of Al-Si order. This
AI-Si order decreasesand the products of experiments resulting in both monoclinic and tri'
'unstrained'. Expericlinic cell geometries are
ments resulting in monoclinic cell geometries
are initially 'unstrained' but become increasingly
'strained' as annealing times are insreased. In
ihelf, the 'strain' may not be an important part
of the disordering process, but it may have an
appreciable effect on the rates of Al-Si migration among the tetrahedral sites or on the lature
of a subsequenttransformation. With increased
duration of heat treatment, the Al-Si disordering
occurring within a triclinic cell geometry coin'strain',
cides with an apparent decrease in
to
is
order
adjusting
suggesting that the Al-.Si
the Na-K distribution.
Nature ol the triclinic-monoclinic
tion in alkali feldspars

ftansforma-

Most studies of order-disorder relationships
in the alkali feldspars have been concerned with
following the processfor end-member componitions. We have used a feldspar with a grain
composition of Or.'Ab'n. Although the appreciable sodium content of the feldspar introduces
an extra complication into order-disorder considerations, we think that this grain composition
is representative of conditions of formation of
microclines in many igneous environments. As
the microperthitic microcline is homogenize{ in
the first few hours, the subsequent dry-heating
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disordering experiments would be characteristic
of a highly ordered triclinic feldspar with a
grain composition of about 60 mole % Or.
Experiments 2 to 9 (Fig. 5) represent 1 99ntinuous disordering processwith only a triclinic
unit-cell geometry evident. The Al content of
the ?r0 * Ttn sites in the feldspar is initially
approximately 0.89 and remains at approximatety 0.88 during alkali homogenization. It
then decreases to approximately 0.84 while
triclinic geometry is retained. The disordering
path of Figure 5 indicates a more rapid transfer
of Al from TrO to Ttm than to the ?s sites, consistent with an intermediate two-step disordering
path, as distinct from the one-steppath proposed
by Sipling & Yund (1974) for the Hugo mi'
ciocline. As only one triclinic cell geometry is
apparent, we consider this early stage of the
disordering process to be a homogeneous transformation.
Stewart & Wright (1974) noted a minimum
tt} * ttm occupancy of 0.70 and a gap in ttO
t1lr?values from 0.4O to 0.65, implying that certain degrees of order are not achieved or,^at
least, aie not retained. fn our annealedmaterial,
the minimum tt0 * trm ocoupancy attained
while retaining triclinic unit-cell geometry was
0.84. Attempts to extend the rr0 * t{n occrr'
pancy (Fie. 3) to lower values and to fill the
gup io ti - t,.m values (Fig. 4) resulted.in
Exierimental products (numbers 1O to--13) with
both monoclinic and triclinic unit-cell geometries rather than a single intermediate geometry'
We interpret this second stage a$ a 4iscontinuous
transforriation with bottr monoclinic and triclinic geometries present. The transformation
requirei time to initiate but once started the
change in geometry takes place rapidly 13'd it
not iccompanied by an appreciable transfer of
Al out of the Tr sites. This break in geometry
would be consistent with a discontinuous transformation requiring nucleation and coarsening
of domains.
The product of the discontinuous transformation iu. u *oooclinic geometry and retains
a high degreeof Al-Si order with 2t1 = 0'78' We
coufu noi establish the presence of intermediate
triclinic geometries but we could establish that
the resulting monoclinic material is highly-ordered. It is quite possible that a triclinic Al-Si
distribution is also retained although X-ray po'wder-diffraction techniques could not establish
this. It should be observed that this Tr occupancy approximates the most commonly obierved aegree of monoclinic order for natural
specimens-(Stewart & Wright 1974). This.degree of order is also similar to values determined
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from structural analysesof orthoclase (Spencer
uld_q-0,utaria(Spencer B) suggesredby Col?.
ville & Ribbe ( 1968) to have .,aslow a structural
state as is observed in ,monoclinic, potassium
feldspars." In experiments of longer duration
(numbers 14 to 22) the monoclinic feldspar goes
through a second continuous disordering siage
involving a transfer of Al from the Tr ttthe ?,
site. This is a comparatively slow process approaching completion for annealing times greater
than 2000 hours. We regard this as a iecond
homogeneousreaction.
In summary, the sequenceof events observed
with dry-heating of a triclinic alkali feldspar
(OrerAbae)at 1025'C is: (1) Sodium - poiassium homogenization. (Z) Al-Si disordering
with triclinic unit-cell geometry. Al migrates
from Tr0 to Ttm and, to a lesser extent, to Tr0
and Tzm. (3) Transformation from triclinic to
monoclinic unit-cell geometry. The result of
this transformation is a highly ordered monoclinic feldspar, not a sanidine. (4) Al-Si disordering with monoclinic unit-cell geometry. Al
migrates from ?r to Tz at a much slower rate
than during the triclinic disordering.
The disordering process is at least a two-step
process and differs from that of the albite endmember, which has been shown (Miiller 1969)
to be a continuous one-stepprocess.
Applications to natural alkali feldspars
Interpretations of order-disorder processes
and of the monoclinic-triclinic transformation
in alkali feldspars based upon the structural
states of naturally occurring potassium feldspars
are hindered by the complexities of the hostrock petrogenesis,including such commonly accepted controls of the structural state as the
crystallization and cooling rates of igneousrocks,
the heating and cooling rates of metamorphism,
the temperatures of igneous intrusion and extrusion and of metamorphism, the presence or
absenceof fluid phasesand the composition of
fluid phases. We suggest that the common
structural states in the potassium feldspars reflect, in part at least, the multistep order-disorder process outlined in the previous section.
The most rapid step in this processis the change
from maximum microcline to intermediate microcline during disordering (or, conversely, the
change from intermediate misrocline to m,aximum microcline during ordering). The slowest
step is the change from ordered monoclinic
feldspar to sanidine. The dissontinuous character of the triclinic-monoclinic transformation
is indicated by a lack of intermediate triclinic
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structural states with tt} * ttn ( 0.90, which
is reflected in gaps on cr* * 7* plots (Fig. 4;
Stewart & Wright 7974, p.37d) and on Ai occupancy plors (Fig. 5; Srewart & Wdght 1974,
Fig. 8).
A paucity of intermediate microclines in comparison to the abundance of maximum microcline and monoclinic potassium feldspars was
indiLated by Dietrich's studies (1961, 1962) of.
the triclinicity (Goldsmith & Laves 1954j of
potassium feldspars from different geological
environmentsand, more recently, has been noted
by Stewart & Wright (1974) in their extensive
compilation of refined unit-cell parameters of
potassiumfeldspars.The presenceof both monoclinic and triclinic phaseswithin single potassium
feldspar grains is common (MacKenzie 1954,
Emeleus & Smith 1959, Smith & MacKenzie
1959, Wright 1964, 1967, Crosby 1971). The
triclinic phase in these occurrences has been
described,with one exception (Wright t967), as
intermediate microcline, commonly with a variable structural state; the monoclinic phase has
been described as orthoclase. Refined unit-cell
parameters for these intermediate microclines
reveal, however, that with few exceptions they
have /r0 * t,m > o.8o and do not fill the gaps
on the a$ - 7'o and Al occupancy plols. In fact,
the only suite of potassium feldspars known to
us to have such intermediate Al occupanciesis
the suite of metamorphic feldspars described by
Guidotti et al. (1973) and included in Stewart
& Wright (1974, Fig. 7). The lack of intermediate misroclineswith rO * tffi 10.80 and
the occurrence of monoclinic and triclinis unitcell geometrieswithin single grains of potassium
feldspar would be consistent with a discontinuous transformation.
The rates of movement of Al from the 7l0
site during the disordering process indicated on
Figure 6 are also compatible with the relative
abundances of potassium feldspar polymorphs
(Dietrich 1961, 1962, Stewart & Wright 1974).
The moet abundant polymorphs should be a
monoclinic feldspar with 2t4 = 0.60 - 0.80 in
rocks that cooled relatively rapidly in volcanic or
contact metamorphic environments, and a rntcrocline with rr0 > 0.80 in more slowly cooled
rocks such as plutonic igneous or regional metamorphic environments.
Application of the order-disorder processthat
we have described is limited by the anhydrous
character of our experiments. Similar experiments must be done in HzO-undersaturatedand
saturated conditions to determine the effects
of HzO upon the process.
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